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Search Continues for Arsonists

demonstration. It was the second attack on a Seattle ROTC
facility in a year; the Naval
ROTC building at the University
of Washington was gutted in

By KERRY WEBSTER

Seattle police and fire marshals continue to search today
for two unidentified male youths
suspected in Sunday night's arson attempt on the S. U. Army
ROTC building.
The men were seen running
to a small sports car parked
near Teatro Inigoat about 10: 30
p.m., just before the gasolinefed fire was discovered at the
base of a stairway behind the

September.
Investigation into the fire is
being handled by the Seattle
Fire Department's Chief Marshal Stephen MacPherson. No
Army investigation is expected.
The Seattle office of the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
which investigates destruction of
federal property, declined comment "at this time."

wood-frameROTC building.
The blaze was discovered by
two passing students, juniorPhil
Carstens and sophomore Jim
Dennison, who threw handfulls
of dirt on it and called the fire
department.
A full battalion of seven fire
units answered the alarm, but
the fire was well extinguished

Col. John L. Robinson, cadre
commander, said the incident

"follows the general line" of
anti-military activities.
"ROTC is the closest physical
manifestation of things that
some people hate the Army,
before their arrival.
the draft, the war," he said.
Battalion Chief Peter ChuScotty Hale, ASSU presidendecke described the arson at- tial candidate for the Student
tempt as an "amateurish job," Involvement League, which has
pointing out an unlatched door called for removal of ROTC
that wouldhave allowed the ar- from campus, called the firesonists entry to the basement, bombing an "immature trick."

—

where a fire might have burned

SEATTLE POLICE questioned Phil Carstens, left, and Jim Dennison, who spotted
and extinguished an arsonist's blaze be-

hind S.U.s ROTC building. The fire was
set about 10:30 Sunday night.
—Spectator photo by Ned Buchanan
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Officers Existence, Role
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ASSU, AWS:
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by THERESA McBRIDE
Position No. 1 assume the responsibility of class activities
again
Once
the
value
and
funcNo. 31
tion of class officers was evalu- coordinator.
One of the problems emphaated by the student senate. The
discussion was provoked by a sized by Palandri was that class
similar discussion at the lead- divisions are artificial and rareership conference held in Janu- ly reflect any community of in-

Primary Elections Tomorrow
By PATTY HOLLINGER
The polls for the ASSU and
AWS primary elections will be
open tomorrow from 9 to 4 p.m.

in the Chieftain, Bookstore, L.A.
and library.
The ASSU presidential candidates have each been allotted

Business Budget
Seeks Increase
By JIM EWART

The Rev. John A. Fitterer,
S.J., president of S.U., met with
the faculty of the School of Business Monday afternoon to select
a compromise solution to budget
demands of the School of Business.
Fr. Fitterer's compromise consisted of a committtee appointed
within the faculty to arrive at
compromise proposals of their
own. The faculty, however, refused his suggestion and contin-

ued their support of current buddemands. The main objective of the School of Business
has been to justify its growth
without detracting from its overall benefit to the University. According to reliable sources, an
increased budget is necessary to
lower present class sizes on the
junior and senior levels and
maintain the current quality of
get

education.

SIL member Ken Thompson

unnoticed .The door has since said the arson attempt was
rightist plot to discredit the left.
been secured.
The incident occurred less
"If real revolutionaries had
than five hours after the end of done it ,the building wouldhave
a large downtown anti-military burned to the ground," he said.

terest.

The sole item on the Senate's
SENATOR GRAVES suggestagenda at the Thursday night
ed that the measure would give
meeting
a
was
bill
to
abolish
the
speak
entertain
20 minutes to
or
system of class officers the senate greater power.
tonight from 8:30 to 10 p.m. in present
Senator Bowers objected that
proposed by Senator Mike Palthe Coffeehouse.
senators wouldnot have the time
andri
and
John
Graves.
The
ASSU
have
The
candidates
to assume the responsibility if
also each been allotted five measure was tabled.
they were doing their jobs as
minutes to speak during the free
senators.
have
freCLASS OFFICERS
hour at 10 a.m. Friday in Pig- quently
in the past been critiSenate Chairman Thorn
ott auditorium. The AWS candias prestige positions of no O'Rourke announced the resigdates willbe introduced. A ques- cized
since class-sponsored ac- nation of junior class senator
tion-and-answer period will fol- value
are so few.
tivities
Dave Mills, the senator with the
low.
As a substitute Palandri pro- longest continuous service in the
posed that the holder of Senate senate.
THE ELECTIONS will be
be computerized for the first
time. IBM cards will be used
as ballots. The switch to computers was made when voting
machines became unavailable
The six candidates for ASSU
president who will clash
in the primary tomorrow are:

els according to registrationstatistics.
Twenty-five percent of all matriculating students this quarter
registered as business majors.
This leads to early cancellation
of classes and overcrowding in
upper-division courses where it
is desirable to maintain a semi- Ron Coleman, Mike Daniels,
Mike Duggan, Scotty Hale, Dick
nar atmosphere.
The MBA program is indirect- McDermott and Paul Seeley.
ly affected by this situation in
Ron Coleman in his election
the quality of student produced. literature stated: "Each day
The University is moving for- that passes without effective
ward in an effort to accredit the leadership enables the adminisMBA program shortly after the tration at S.U. to grasp a strongfirst scheduled graduation in er hold, forcing the students into
a role not equivalent to their
1970.
potential. This must stop!"
PART OF the School of Business' proposals consist of hiring
DUGGAN: "S.U. is
qualifiedprofessors on the Ph.D. inMICHAEL
a most precarious situation.
level in antcipation of meeting We must clear away the apathy
staff requirements for accredita- and medocity in student governtion while meeting current de- ment. We must assume the remands for additional classes.
sponsibility of students if we are
If additional professors are to profit from a Jesuit educanot hired the MB.A. program tion.
will be delayedaccreditation for
We must develop a basic coan undetermined amount of hesive unit of communication
time. This will mean the with- and involvement.Iintend to prodrawal of public support from vide the needed impetus to acthe M.B.A.
tivate the association of stuCompanies, such as Boeing dents."
who supports 60% of the current
Mike Daniels: "It is time for
M.B.A. program, will not con- realistic thinking at election
tinue their patronage since lack time. We have seen subjected to
of accreditation means that the each rash campaign promises
employees they support will
(Continued on page 2)
never be capable of continuing

THE SCHOOL of Business desires a 29-section increase for
the academic year 1969-70. Major fields to benefit from this increase would be accountnig, 3
classes; law, 3 classes; economics, 10 classes; management, 7
classes; marketing, 3 classes;
finance, 1 class and quantitative, 4 classes.
These are distributed with consideration of the M.B.A. as well their education on a Ph.d. level
as the undergraduate program. in other institutions throughout
Enrollment ;n;n the School of Bus- the state or, for that matter, the
iness has almost doubled since nation.
1966 whereas the budget has not
The University budget comshown a proportionalincrease.
mittee meets tomorrow to affirm or deny the School of BusiSUCH MAJOR fields as mar- ness' proposals. An approval of
keting, economics and manage- 100% is not expected but conment are averaping almost 40 cessions to be granted theSchool
students on the 300 and 400 lev- of Business look favorable.

ary.

Pizza Power:

Ash Wednesday
Today, Ash Wednesday, the
blessed ashes will be distributed after each of the
Masses on campus and in the
chapel of Bellarmine, Cam-

pion and Marycrest at 7 p.m.

IT'S THE SAUCE: Tom Swint and Dianne Wavra, both
seniors, dined on the Tabard Inn's first pizza Friday
night. Shortly thereafter, the pair became engaged.
Tabard chefs aren't telling, but rumors are afoot that
manager Rick Tripple has patented his sauce.

—

Spectator photo by Don Conrard
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Computers to Aid ASSU, AWS Primaries

RON COLEMAN
(Continued from page 1)
this year as every year. We can
be involved and effectively separate and operate without turmoil and unrest.

A STUDENT government
which does not operate with a
view to— helping the education
process the main —reason why
a university exists fails in its
purpose.
I respectfully ask for your
support in the coming election.
Ido not ask for it just on this
occasion, but if elected, Iwould
hope to work closely with you
throughout the year. It is your
ideas, views, judgmentsI
should
be pleased to bring to realization in an orderly, honest and cooperative way."
SCOTTY HALE: "S.U. needs
liberation. Liberation from the
trivial bullshit of "piped-in

Doctor

Awarded
by SAM
Dr. Harriet Stephenson, man-

agement professor in S.U.s
School of Business, was award-

ed a Certificate of Appreciation
by the Society for the Advancement of Management (SAM)
during a Management Club
meeting last Thursday.
The award, for her participation in SAM, was presented by
Terry Kelly, president of the
Seattle chapter of SAM. Kelly is
also the Engineering Manager
of the Tally Corp.
SAM is a national business organization devoted to the improvement of the fiel dof management techniques.
During the presentation Mike
Ward, S.U. Management Association (SUMA) president, expressed his desire that SUMA
would soon be affiliated with

MIKE DUGGAN

DICK McDERMOTT

SCOTTY HALE

Every year candidates prom"constructive momentum" and shovel which can only ise great changes in their platmove the pile from one place form, promises that can not be
to another.
carried out. Ipromise nothing
The issues which really con- that can not be fulfilled. But
cern students (such as S.U.s most of all Ipromise the ASSU
continued existence and aca- will come out of its office into
demic quality) can no longer be the mainstream of student life.
by-passed with the attitude that For a change it will become a
students are inherently power- part of the students, something
truly representative of them,
less.
These are the pious words of something they can be truly
those who have built their lives proud of."
on illusion and sell-out hustle.
PAUL SEELEY: "A univerSuch are the words of those who
seek only to keep the student sity is made up of everyday
pacified (through still oppress- people. These everyday people
ed); they cannot be your lead- dictate the success and the reers, for they are lackies to the adjustments in creating the fupower structure. Power to the ture. After a year of student
people, student power to stud- service Ihave become increasingly aware that we have now
ents."
music',,

PAUL SEELEY

acted. Iam, what Iam. Iam
you— jus^ everyday people."

THE CANDIDATES for the
other ASSU posts are:
ASSU first vice president:
Doug McKnight.
ASSU second vice president:
George Pernsteiner and Joe
Zavaglia.
ASSU secretary: Barbara Jarret, Margaret Kauth and Mary
Naughton.

-

ASSU TREASURER: John

Traves and Ed Robinson.
ASSU publicity director:
George Irwin and Tucker McHugh.
AWS candidates are: AWS
president, J ca n nici c Mallette;
Vice-president,Nancy DeFuria;
Secretary,Nancy Duncan; Treasurer, Lee Ann Mudd; and Pubjust begun, just been awakened licity Director: Marianne DeniDICK MCDERMOTT: "I don't to appreciate the power we do son and Nancy Ovenell.
Paula Laschober is the only
believe any candidate is run- individually and collectivelyposning for ASSU president who sess in the expression of our candidate for the student-atlarge office.
does not want a change a con- opinions.
Those things which Ipromised
structive change. Iam no exception, a constructive change last year during the campaign
with concrete solutions
have all been successfully en-

—

MIKE DANIELS

ROLON— MOTORS
PHILLIPS 66

Broadway & Harrison

SPECIALISTS IN
COMPLETE VOLKSWAGON
REPAIR

'wLJ* -A^W^^
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Fix Your Bug
Up For Spring
EA 2-9646

ROLON MOTORS
324 Broadway E.

Wtle

SAM.

The affiliation would offer
SUMA a wider selection of
speakers, discussion, groups,
management-oriented tours, and

informal case studies.

SPRING REGISTRATION
Today is thelast day of preregistration for juniors and
sophomores with 70 or more
credits prior to winter quarter. All others must register
in person March 31.
Those completing preregistration will be mailedall
forms and a statement of tuition and fees by February 28.
Numbers and the time to
report on March 31, for those
not pre-registering, will be
mailed with the final grades

for winter quarter on March
26.
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Cool it. Things could be worse. You could
be out of ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has
the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with
Coke, after Coke, after Coke.

A.S.S.U.

PRESIDENT
(ottl«d wdtr Iht authority of The Coca-Cola Company byi

PACIFIC COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., SEATTLE, WA.
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Brecht Drama to Open

Unique learning experience:

Prof Offers Self-graded Class
By ROBIN TALBOT
Students enrolled in Dr. Don-

al d T. Haynes' 20th century
American literature course this
quarter are enthusiasticallypartaking in a unique learning experience.
As Dr. Haynes puts it, "Essentially, personal reasons led
me to this experiment. Itaught
full time for three years before
going to Notre Dame to work
on my doctorate. While a student again Iwas forced to reflect on the kind of teaching I
had done and the kind Iwanted
to do once Ihad finished my
degree.

MOTHER COURAGE: Campus actors perfect their parts
for Friday's opening of Bertolt Brecht's rarely-produced
play at Teatro Inigo.
photo by
oy Tom Downey
uowney
iom

pnoio

The next production at Seattle University's Teatro Inigo will
be Mother Courage —an epic
theatre anti war chronicle by
Bertolt Brecht. This play is »2ldom produced because of its
unusual bittersweet flavor and
the uniqueness of its appeal.
Dore, director of the show, regards it as one of the most difficult pieces of theatre to recreate
—a real Brechtian challenge to
the young actor.

-

BRECHT WROTE Mother

Courage as a cautionary tale
concerning the inevitable consequences of thriving on war. Anna Fierling, called "Mother
Courage," is played by Susan
Rees Yerxa, a junior drama
major at S.U. She portrays
Mrs. Fierling as a camp follower who aids in the prosecution of
the Thirty Years War (1618-48)
by providing shoes, ale and comfort for the soldiers. Brecht con-

ceivedMotherCourage as a negative, villainous character who
sacrifices her family to her commercial interests. She loses her

—
three children her

son Eiliff,
played by Myron Myers; Swiss
Cheese, portrayed by Kevin
Yagle; and her mute daughter
Kattrin played by Catherine
Kettrick.
Others in the cast include Bob
Lee, graduate of S.U. in drama '67, who plays the Army
Chaplain.Ken Kurtenbach plays
the Cook, Dianne Bye plays
Yvette, the camp prostitute. Assuming multiple roles are Cynthia Geis, John Yerxa, Larry
Sherman, Bill Howard, Chris
Davis, David Mills, David
Friedt, Marc Salo, John Selig
and Kevin O'hara. Stage manager for the show is Charlene
Olswang. Mr. David Butler is
technical director and Miss Lois
Aden is costume designer.

LAST YEAR, while on the
faculty at Notre Dame, Iinnovated for the first time, in the
section of the CollegiateSeminar
that was mine. Since the class
was explicitly conceived as a
seminar, many of the faculty
were concerned with seeing how
students could be allowed to give
some direction to their own
classes. I was impressed with
the results, and resolved to explore the possibilities further.
English 484 seemed an apt place
to begin."
Because the class is a period
course, Dr. Haynes feels that,
"The subject matter and a clear
aim are sharply defined. The
course aims to demonstrate the
essential thematic unity of modern American literature, regardless of literary type; novel,
drama or poetry, and the intrinsic continuity present."
In order to achieve his ends,
Dr. Haynes has given careful
consideration to the structuring
of the course. The students read
poetry, novelsand selected prose
by T. S. Eliot, Wallace Stevens,
John Steinbeck and Arthur Miller, respectively. Lecture and
discussion were alternated during this period to define the thematic continuity from work to

work.

THE CLASS was then divided
into six groups of five students
each. The groups are individu-

HAWAII CALLS

V

3

ally responsible for at least one
novel, one volume of poetry and
one play; plus presenting background material covering their
topics and directing discussion
for an entire week.
With the students doing most
of the preparation and talking,

Dr. Haynes functions in the

nrotgj

y

a personal journal of responses
to readings and discussions. The

journals will be collected by Dr.
Haynes twice during the quarter, but instead of grading them,
he will make comments which
he hopes will, "... be of use
to the individual students in
deepening their own personalresponse to American literature."
THE "FINAL" will emerge as
an artistic, original response by
each student to the material of
the course. Dr. Haynes has suggested the medium be a collage,
but does not insist on it. One
student will embody his reaction in sculpture; another in a
photographic essay. Space has
been reserved in the library and
the entire product willbe on display to the public the last two
weeks of the quarter.
After each student has fulfilled the prerequisites, he will
grade himself, give the grade on
a slip of paper, to Dr. Haynes;
who will in turn present the
grade to the registrar, with no
questions asked. Dr. Haynes
feels that, "Only one student out

JffltoS
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j
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Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard
needs

Your faculty
advisor asks you
for advice?

College graduates majoring in General, Civil,
Electronic, Electrical, Nuclear Power, Mechanical (Marine), and Aeronautical Engi-

neering and Naval Architecture.
Starting salaries range from $8,574 to $13,297 per
annum, depending on education and/or experience.
Salaries include 15% cost-of-living allowance.
Benefits include transportation to Hawaii, regular salary
increases, liberal health insurance and retirement plans.
These are career Civil Service positions and are filled
on an Equal Opportunity basis.
Recruiters will be on campus on

Think it over,over coffee.
The Think Drink. *«jfri

THURSDAY, FEB. 27
Contact the

SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
Placement Office for an appointment.

quarter.

Students are even more opticlassroom much like another
student. He provides additional mistic in their reactions to the
background on the topic being class than Dr. Haynes. Mike
discussed and suggests other Duggan, a junior, says, "The
avenues for exploration. "Oc- class is intense. We laugh, learn
casionally," he says, "I have and try to find what the Ameritried to draw together some of can literature of the 20th centhe loose ends from the discus- tury is all about. Everyone
sions, but Idon't see myself as seems to be caught up with a
the leader so much as one re- spontaneous excitement. Our at
source of the group which the titude is casual, yet everyone i
group can refer to should they serious. This is what a clas
wish."
should be."
Perhaps the most revolutionSISTER MITCHELL, a high
ary aspect of the course is the
English
from
grading system. Certain written school currentlyteacher
attending S
Canada
assignments were defined at the U., comments,
"This type o
beginning of the course; the
is a melting of the minds
class
important
being
most
of these

jr ENGINEERSI^

hK^*^

of ten abused the privilege last
year, and for every one that
did there were at least three
who did more work of finer
quality than Ihave every received." He can only hope, at
this point, "that the experiment"
will be as successful at S.U. this

For you' own Think Dnnk Mug, send 75C andyour name a^daddress to:
Th.nk Dr.ni. Mug. Depl. N.P.O Bo« bb9. New Yor». N.Y. 10046,Th*» Internal onji Co"ccOrgan zat on.

Very often there is just a meet
ing of the minds and memories
so that actually there has beei
no communication at all." Sister
Mitchell has also experimentec
with similar classroom situations
in teaching poetry to her high
school students, and has fount
it highly successful.
A. J. Lee, a junior, feels simply that he's learning as much
in the class as he would in any
other English class, "Only, the

teacher isn't a hurdle." Let's

hope that English 484 as taught
by Dr. Haynes, is a hint ol
things to come at S.U.!
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CIVIL

ENGINEERS
WASHINGTON STATE
DEPARTMENT
OF HIGHWAYS
Highway engineering is a
rewarding career and the
State of Washington is an
exciting place to work and
live. Every phase of highway civil engineering is employed in the Washington
Highway Department.
Representatives from the
Washington Department of
Highways will be on the
Seattle University campus
Wednesday, February 26,
I969 interviewing civil engineers. Interested students
please sign up for an interview at your campus placement office.
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a special Spectator
student forum on

ABORTION

State Legislature Faces

Liberal Abortion Bill

Should it be legalized?

Abortion Bill Challenge
To Catholic Hospitals
By DON NELSON
The Catholic Community
has, as in the question of
birth control, been challenged to define its standards in the face of Washington's proposed abortion
bill, which threatens liberalization of the present
laws.
The challenge is especially
imposing to the Catholic hospital, whose administrators must
tackle the touchy problems that
would avise upon the bill's passage and devise a policy that
both conforms with Catholic
moral concepts and recognizes
the medical aspects of the ques-

tion.

ROBERT A. Cooney, Assist-

ant Administrator at Providence
Hospital, indicated that this can
be an extremely difficult pro-

cess.
Providence Hospital's official
policy, arrived at after long de-

liberation, is that "Providence
Hospital has always followedthe
traditional position of not interfering with the right to life. We
are not contemplating changing
this position."
Cooney affirmed that the statement involves no change whatsoever from the hospital's previous policy, which allows abortion
only in clinically advisable

cases, as when the life of the
mother is endangered by the
pregnancy.

THE STATEMENTS simplicitiy is intended. "We are not
trying to get around the problem," Cooney said, pointing out
that the phrase "right to life"
has complicated implications.
Cooney added that Providence
is not at present contemplating
a change of policy, but that adjustments may be made in the
future. He referred to far-reaching advances in medicine that
may someday make the testtube baby a reality.
AS TO the bill itself, Cooney
feels that it is not as well
thought out as it might be and
that more time should be taken
on it. He indicated that some
Catholic doctors he had talked
to would be willing to accept the
bill if it were revised in some
ways.
Cooney agreed that passage
of the bill as it now stands could
result in Washington's establishment as a kind of abortion capiby JUDY FERY
tal.
If
the
controversial
abortion bill now before
Cooney emphasized that the the House and Senate passes, Washington will
moral aspects of the issue will have
the most liberal abortion law in the nation,
come into prominent play, but and Washington
will have set the pace for what
noted that this is not a case of seems to be an abortion reform trend.
world,"
against
"Catholics
the
Gov. Dan Evans has declared his support
as Catholics will represent only of the bill. Evans feels that a change in the
a portion of those affected by abortion law is needed. Now, persons of low
the law.
income status who choose to have an abortion
have no alternative but to have one illegally.

Abortion Proposals in
Olympia are Combatted
by

MIKE NICOL

Described as "a rather loose
committee of individuals," the
Committee for the Protection of
the Value of Human Life is continuing its unheralded fight
against the liberalized abortion
proposals in the state of Washington.

Patrick A. Geraghty, Jr., the
committee's chairman, explained in an interview that the
15 member committee has held
a televised press conference,
talked to legislators, and testified before legislative investigating committees in Olympia.
"WE THINK we have had
some success," declared Geraghty. "We feel that the bills
now only have a so-so chance
of passing."
Geraghty, a Seattle-based

formed to combat this particular bill," he said. "Some members would accept a modified
bill and some are opposed to

any bill legalizing abortion."
One committee member, Mrs.
David Reed, sees the opposition
to the bill based on a non-emotional medical and social level.
Mrs. Reed is the wife of S.U.
chemistry professor, Dr. David
Reed.
Mrs. Reed, a former social
worker, feels that the rights of
the father must be protected.

THE BILL is being sponsored by the Citizens
Abortion Discussion Group withDr. Samuel Goldenberg, a Seattle psychologist, as chairman. The
group, composed of doctors, lawyers, clergymen
and concerned residents, drew up the bill last
Septemberafter two years of study.
Goldenberg believes that the present abortion
law is an unfair limitation upon a woman's freedom. He has said that "the law should not rule
this (abortion) out as one option to the woman
and to the doctor."
The bill is being backed by the State Medical
Association and, it appears, most of Washington's
populace. Dr. Goldenberg has indicated that
judging from his discussions with women and
reports from other people .that about 90 per cent
are "forthrightly in support" of passing the bill.

ACCORDING TO a poll conducted three years
ago by the National Opinion Research Center,
nearly three-fourths of American adults including more than 50 per cent of the Roman Catholics questioned— favor some modification of exist-

—

ing abortion reform, not only in Washington but
MRS. REED and Dr. M. Leo throughout the country.
Hughes, a prominent Seattle
Washington's present 60-year-old abortion law
physician and member of the permits abortion only when
it is judged necescommittee concur in the view sary to preserve the life of the mother or of the
question
of life cannot child. The proposed bill would make it legal to
that the
be overlooked.
have an abortion performed by a doctor in a
"When an obstetrician treats hospital approved by the Joint Commission on
lawyer, reported that he was a pregnant woman he considers accreditation of Hospitals or at other medical
pleased with the results of the himself to be treating two pa- facilities approved by the State Board of Health,
confrontation in Olympia last tients," stated Dr. Hughes, "the except in cases of emergency.
week during a legislative inves- mother and the unborn child."
Other restrictions on the bill are that the opertigation.
"As a doctor Ifeel that I ations may not be performed to terminate a
"We made a good showing. couldn't allow a b'll which I
con- "quick" fetus, legally defined as more than 20
Our speakers were co-ordinated sider to be potentially damaging weeks old, nor may it be performed without full
with those from committees in
the medical profession. Iam approval of both the patient and the hospital.
Spokane and Yakima," Ger- to
that this bill, if passed
worried
aghty said.
will cause the loss of resDect for
ONE OF the biggest arguments for passage
Referring to the individuality life by the members of the med- of the bill has been that it would eradicate the
of the members of the commit- ical profession. This would be staggering numebr of illicit abortions performed
tee, Geraghty conceded that the a d:saster."
each year. The Citizens Committee indicates
group would possibly undergo
Hughes also cited his fear that perhaps as many as 10.000 deaths in the
Dr.
personnel
a change in
if the proUnited States occur each year as a result of
ponents of the bills were to sub- of the damage to child-parent illesal abortions an dthat 80 per cent of those
mit a less far reaching pro- relationships that might result seeking illegal abortions are married.
posal.
from this bill as further grounds
Dr. F. Richard Dion, a Seattle pediatrician
"THE COMMITTEE was for his opposition.
and spokesman for the Committee for the pro-

—Spectator photo by Kerry Webster

tection of the Value of Human Life, however,
disagrees that the bill will cut the number of
illegal abortions. He said that there has never
been a law anywhere that stopped criminal abortions. He indicated that illegal abortions still
exist in Japan and Sweden which have liberal
abortion laws.
At present the law-making pendulumis swinging between two forces, both of which consider
themselves to be humanitarian: those who oppose
the bill on the premise that all are human beings
and have a fundamental right to life, and those
who disagree that unborn embryos are human
beings and, or regard the issue as of secondary
importance and assert that bringing an unwanted
child in to the world is the gravest of injustices.
NOTED AUTHORITIES on the matter of abortion disagree sharply on the subject. Paul Ramsey, a Professor at Princeton Theological Seminary, told a Reed College audience not long ago
that "the individual is whoever he is going to
become, from the moment of impregnation
genetics teaches us that we were from the beginning what we essentially still are in every human
and individual attribute."
In Germany ,the Protestant theologianHelmut
Thielicke believes that a woman who aborts her
child refuses to say yes to a gift bestowed by
God, and, therefore, is morally wrongin doingso.
On the other hand, Fr. Joseph Donceel, S.J.,
Professor of Philosophy at Fordham, believes
that more and more Catholics are returning to
the positionof St. Thomas Aquinas that no human
being is present during the first few weeks of
pregnancy when many abortions take place.

.. .

FR. THOMAS Wassmer, S.J., Professor of
Philosophy at Ohio University, feels that the idea
of a rational soul being present at the instant
of conception when the human body is not real
but only virtually present is dualist'c. Dualism
was condemned by the Council of Vienne, in 481

A.D.
The famous Catholic theologian, Karl Rahner,
has observed that if every fertilized egg is human, since there are many unavoidable spontaneous abortions during the first weeks of pregnancy which occur without the knowledge of the
woman, then there must be more people in Limbo (traditional resting place for the unbaptized)
than in heaven or hell.
Dr. Roy Schenck of the University of Wisconsin writ-ng in the Catholic World magazine,pointed out that the fertilized ovum is not a unique
cell in that almost any cell of an organism is
capable of producing another completely identical organism.

HE WROTE, "One then has to treat each body
(Continued on Page 5)
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Students Speak Out on Abortion Dilemma

by MARCY BENCKERT
"Amateur abortions are obviously a problem, but legalized
abortions are not necessarily the
answer. Irresponsibility of unmarrieds and the selfishness of
marrieds who don't want children should not be condoned.
These two groups are the ones
who would benefit most from

legalized abortion.
Pregnancy by rape and the
possibility of deformed children
are the problems that create the
real dilemma. However, there

reason for fear, e.g., euthanasia,
doing away with mental patients, etc."

,

—Sister Patricia McKenzie,

* * *

0.P.,

Junior

"To deal with an ever-changing populace, a mature approach to abortion is a must.
It's time to put religious beliefs
aside and remember we're deal-

other milestone in the progres- tion is the willful destruction
sive decline of American society. of a human life. My own perIt's interesting that we plan to sonal view is that by legalizing
abolish capital punishment and abortion you are giving man the
prmote abortion. Kill the innocent and reprieve the guilty."
—Dennis Flynn, Sophomore

*

* *

abortion may be performed to
protect the health of the mother,
or in the case of rape or incest.
These would be the only sufficient reasons for having an
abortion performed. The proposed law states that the abortion can't be performed on a fe-

tus that is more than 20 weeks
old.
There is no difference between
a fetus that is 20 weeks old and
one that is 21 weeks old. If
they are both allowed to live
they will develop into humans.
If this law should pass Ionly

"I'm glad to see there is a
major change in legislation. It
is now between the woman and
her doctor, not between the
woman and her religion or the
state. Washington will now have
the most liberal abortion laws

power to control the existence
of his own species and thereby
destroying his first basic right
of life."
Vincent Horan, Sophomore

—

ing with people who have human
needs and wants. To legalize
abortion would be a definite
step

are medical means that can
avert the possibility of the former. The deformed child is a
possibility in any pregnancy.
Where medicine or disease has
made this a probability, nature
will determine whether or not
the child will survive.
Finally, in the case of the unwanted or ill-afforded child,
rhythm and the pill are the obvious solution. For those who
fear the pill, perhaps the legislature should be pressured to
support research."
David Madsen, Senior

—

♥

*

*

forward because this prob-

lem has been kept dormant for
too long. It's time to bring it out
of the underground and into an
acceptable society so it can do
its real good."

—Bill Drew, Junior

* *

in the country. Before women
were taking life into their own
hands because they were going
underground for abortion."
—Jay Conner, Senior

*

*

♥ *

proposed abortion stat"I'm in favor of the legisla- ute"Theanother
landmark in the
is
tion legalizing abortion because progressive decline
of American
within a legal framework, not
morally, life has not begun. Society. It is an insult to the
as a responGeorgia and Colorado, whose concept of a womanand,
simply,
sible "individual
gives a license to kill. From the
moment of conception the womb
houses a being with rights and

individualityequal to that of its
Abortion deprives this
being of the right to live and
it is obviously a gross negation
of the democratic experience,
and indeed the human experience." —Diane Sly, Sophomore

mother

"The civil law itself should
not concern us as Christians for
we have our own Christian's
laws to try to live up to. How-

.

♥

*

*

"It seems that the new abortion bill in the legislature is
much too liberal. Mr. Sidney
Smith's view of the "fewer unwanted babies" is viewed narrowly for the benefit of the Public Assistance Department, and
not for the women and children

involved.

ever, the far reaching effects
of a law such as this gives me

"I cannot help but feel that
a liberal abortion law would
laws are more liberal, have help to eliminate the fear of
"paying" for one's foolish progood ideas on abortion.
Theologians think conception, miscuity, not to mention the
but legally life does not begin adding of another deceptive
at this point. Also there is no means to nullify or eliminate
reason that a 16-year-old girl the moral and ethical codes of
should have to bear a child.
Society will have to pay for it." our country.
Finally, there is the crucial,
—Mike Mogelgaard, Junior
* * ♥
yet still unanswered, question
"This legislation signifies an- as to whether having an abor-

Authorities Give Varied Views
On Abortion; Wash. State Dilemma
(Continued

from page 4)

cell as potentially and essentially a human person
(and thus cease all surgery) or one has to reject
the concept that a fertilized ovum is a human
person."
Althoughspreading rapidly,abortionreformis
still a very new concept in this country. Only
two years ago, every state had conservative
abortion laws essentially the same as Washington's.
The ifrst liberalized abortion law came in
April, 1967, in Colorado. Since then, four other
states North Carolina, Georgia, Maryland and
California— have liberalized their abortion laws.
Currently, 14 additional states, including Washington, are considering abortion reform.

—

GOV. DAN EVANS has indicated that abortion laws in other states generally have not been

effective because they impose unrealistic standards which render the law ineffective. The Governor commented, "I would hope we would not
do likewise."
The chief difference between Washington's
abortion bill and the liberalized abortion laws in
other states is that the Washington billleaves the
decision of whether to perform an abortion completely up to the dotcor and his patient. Oher
state laws provide for a third party to screen
each abortion case.
Many legislators believe that some form of the
liberalized abortion bill will become law in Washington. They contend that if the bill does not
pass in this session, then it will in the next. So
far, the bill has passed the initial test. As it
was being introduced in the Senate, there was
an immediate motion to postpone it indefinitely.
The motion failed by a vote of 33-15.

*

*

*

"Although the proposed abortion law would provide better
facilities for the women who
will have an abortion regardless of whether or not there
is a law forbidding it, the law
is too liberal as it stands. If
the proposed abortion law passes there need be no good reason
for having an abortion. The law
should be amended so that an

hope that it can be expressed
so that the moral behavior of
the people of Washington will
not diminish."
Nancy Carmody,Freshman

—

Faculty Opposes
Abortion Bill
by VICKI VANDERWALKER
Members of S.U. faculty, both
lay and clergy, generally expressed a conservative view
toward the present bill to liberalize the abortion status in
Washington state.
The general attitude was summed up in a statement from Dr.
Thomas Cunningham, psychology department chairman: "It
is risky
you do not know
what dimensions people will use
to determine who should live."

...

REV. JOHN FEARON, O.P.—
THEOLOGY DEPARTMENT:
"My position is that it is an
improvementin the present law.
It is liberal, but not just to be
'liberal. It is a simple law without booby traps, and is a needed
change because the present law
is unworkable. The proposed
bill takes the policeman away
from watching over the shoulder
of the physician. The responsibility is shifted to the physicianpatient relationship."

any individual the right to decide who shall live."

DR. THOMAS CUNNINGHAMPSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
CHAIRMAN:

"It is risky and Ido not like

it. You do not know what dimFR. WILLIAMLE ROUX, S.J.—
ensions people will use to deterTHEOLOGY DEPARTMENT mine who should live. The decision should not be up to the
CHAIRMAN:
"I am against liberalizing physician or the patient, but up
the present abortion law in the to society. Criminal abortions
state of Washington. My reason are the fault of society, and a
is that it will tend to lessen the response is needed. But this is
value of human life. Ifeel that not the right response."
the crux of the situation is: who
DENNIS CANTWELL
should determine who wouldlive MR.
PHILOSOPHY DEPARTMENT:
or die."
"It is shame that we have
Fr. Le Roux then referred to have a
a law preventing aborto an article in America Maga- tions, the situation should not
zine, Feb. 1, 1969. by Frank
occur in our society. Abortions,
Ayd, Jr., M.D., which said:
Ibelieve are totally unethical,
"Legislators who are consid- immoral and wrong, therefore,
ering liberalabortion laws must, we should not remove the reIsubmit, be persuaded that strictions concerning it."
these laws are not needed for
medical or psychiatric reasons. FR. JOSEPH MAGUIRE, S.J.—
It is safer to bear and deliver UNIVEERSITY CHAPLAIN:
a child now in the United Sf ates (about abortion in general):
than at any time in our history.
"The rights of theunborn child
Legislators must be made to are important and until we have
realize that by defending the come to a definition of when a
fetus' right to life they are re- child is living, it is terribly danaffirming the sanctity of human gerous for the state to try to
life and refusing to delegate to legislate concerning abortion."

—
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Editorial

CAMPVS FORVM

the old refrain
Reading through those hodgepodges of warmedover pledges and polemics that are ASSU presidential
platforms, we were happy to see that every candidate
remembered to take the obligatory swipe at The
Spectator.
WITH SO many candidates promising to use new
methods and revolutionary ideas, we half-expected to see
some new variations in the inevitable pledges to
"Straighten Out The Spectator Once and For All." We
were disappointed, however. The only new discovery the
candidates seem to have made is the four-letter word.
There are a wealth of re-treaded ideas floating
around this year, however. One fellow has dredged up
the old slogan "The Spectator has sold out to the Establishment." You all know the sold-out Spectator. The one
that stood up for a guy named Rousseve while the campus politicians stood with their fingers in their ears.
So many of these antique nostrums are making the
rounds, infact, that we thought we should dust off our
own venerable warning to ASSU types.
NOW HEAR THIS: The Spectator is not, has never
been, and does not intend to become an arm or agent
of student government. No student officer has any right
to make any statements about "what I'll do with The
Spectator."
The $14,000 crdited to The Spectator from the ASSU
yearly (less than half of our $31,000 budget) is a subscription payment, not largess from a benevolent government. The Spectator performs a service, for which
the ASSU, acting as agent for the students, pays. Ifs
as simple as that.
Although ground has been lost and gained in both
directions, The Spectator has, for 35 years, treaded a
stable path between the University and the ASSU. It
would be a tragedy if it were to fall under the complete
control of either.

At This
Point
Politics is a funny business.
Here at Seattle University the
funny businesshas started again.
At this point there appears to
be six candidates for the office
of ASSU president, a job demanding intelligence, firmness,
poise and courage. It also demands conviction.
I have often wondered what
drives a person to run for this
kind of an office. Certainly it
must be some desire to attain
the certain status involved.
There is certainlynothing wrong
in that pursuit. Status is something that we are in one way or
another inclined to desire. This
desire is fostered from many
different angles. (There is even
a certain amount of status in
hacking out a column for a campus newspaper.)
There has to be another aspect
involved in the presidency of a
student body. Everyone throws
the word leader around. Maybe
it's a good word, maybe not.

MY TRUSTY Webster's Collegiate (copyright 1943) gives the
following first three definitions
for a "leader":
"One that leads; as: 1. A
guide; conductor. 2. A chief;
a commander. 3. A horse
placed in advance of others."
If we examine the first notion
of a leader as one who guides or
is a conductor, maybe the idea
that the next ASSU president

no thanks
To the editor:
Re: the coverage of the Monday, February 3, AWS Cabinet
meeting in the Friday, Feb. 7
Spectator.
Spectator reporting was in error
concerning project "study buddy," AWS and lAWS (Intercollegiate Association of Women Students) and the AWS sponsored
"Girls Night Out."
Project "study buddy" is a
fund-raising project that is being
sponsored by AWS to aid Father
Vashon's art fund, not as was
stated to send a delegate to the

lAWS convention. The cabinet
agreed to send a delegate to the
convention by using funds from
the spring Tolo.
The cabinet decided at the
meeting to sponsor a "Girls Night
Out" at the Forum sometime in
the future. It was not considered
a "cocktail party" nor was it
planned to replace the Senior Tea.
The Senior Tea, which has been
a financial failure in the past,
will be replaced, but with an as
yet undesignated activity.
Thank you for your interest in

coming to cover our meeting.
However, we enjoy silence more

than loud inaccuracies.
Alison Fry
Jeanie Mallette
Toni Clark
Liz Martinez
Kathy Litaker
Judy Uric

Newsmen and women are sup-

posed to be thick-skinned, but
there are limits to anyone's pa-

tience.

Ihope there is some AWS ofexplain to me why
these six young ladies have chosen to compose a public letter
castigating a reporter for trivial
inaccuracies, when those same
could have been easily corrected

ficer who can

with one short telephone call.

By DANIEL J. EVERED
must guide others, direct them
in their efforts, will come in.
This demands time, patience
and intelligence.
The second definition, that the
president, as a leader, must be
a "chief" (Webster's word, not
mine) is obviously significant.
The oldy and moldy Jan and
Dean song "Be True To Your
School" comes to mind here.
Certainly a student body president must at least be true to
the students who elected him.
The idea of being a commander
is important here, too. A student
body president must be ready to

I am unconvinced, moreover,
that all these alleged errors are
actually such. The phrase 'cocktail party', is one of the more
polite ways to describe an AWS
event which takes place in a
tavern.
Now, The Spectator, as all good
newspapers, strives to maintain
accuracy in its coverage. In
order to do so, wepromise prompt
apology and correction for any
errors. In printing the above, we
have discharged our duty in that
regard.

However, since more private
means of immediate correction
were already available to the

writers; since the errors, if there
were such, were trifling, and
especially since the closing salutation of this particular letter is

accept command as well as
command respect.

"A HORSE placed in advance
of others" is a kind of tricky
one. The truth is, though, that

the next ASSU president is going

to have to work like a horse.

There are a lot of things to do.
(No, Iwon't say that there isn't
any time for horsing around.)
The six candidates running for
the ASSU presidency, as well as
other potential office holders,
might well consider what they
are running for and why. The
demands to be made on them
in the next year are worth considering twice

/\

A

V

astonishingly churlish, it is my
opinion that these 'campus leaders' have overstepped the bounds
of charity and good taste. my
So, not for myself, but for
reporters and editors who are
without italic recourse, I await
the present apology of each signator of the above.
Ed.

—

empty seat
To the editor:
At first Icould hardly believe
the colossal stupidity of offering
the students a seat on the Academic Council and then refusing
to seat the student representative. After a little thought, Irealized that the action was hardly
out of character. It reeks strongly

of the same type of conservative
bungling which created the messy
confrontation with Dr. Rousseve
last year which was hardly flattering to the university.
Fathers Fitterer and Morton
should be commended for recognizing and trying to accommodate
those powerful forces for an open
andfree educational system which
are sweeping the country. They
attempted to head off the forces

"Entflicht auf leichten Kahnen,"

moneys

worth.

Pretty soon those who care will
and will try to improve the situation here. They
may even try a revolution and
the usual pacifiers won't work
then. It will be too late. I can
see it coming. Idon't want it to
happen, but Iam getting to the
point where I am not really
stop running

sorry.

Martin Collins

to criticize
To the editor:
You picked Seattle University, Mr. Reinhart, Seattle University did not pick you. If someone belongs to an organization, he
owes it his loyalty, at least, if he
does not give it his active sup-

port.

If you are going to criticize an
institution, remove yourself first
from the obligation of loyalty, get
out of that institution, and then

criticize it all you wish. By the
very fact that you are a student
here, you have indicated that you
think S.U. is worth your time
and money. If you are willing to
further your education at Seattle
you should be willing
which have caused distinctive University,
remain loyal to this institution.
revolutions on other campuses. I toCriticism
not necessarily disam afraid that now we may have loyal. Thereisis
such a thing as
a revolution of our own.
criticism. However,
Revolutions occur when a dedi- constructive
Mr. Reinhart,
letter was
cated group of intellectuals de- sadly lacking inyour
this. All your
cide that there is no way the fascinating monopoly
of the
existing social and political order "Campus Forum" accomplished
can accommodate their desires.
was to exemplify your apparent
They think that "the System," for
satire and cynicism.
selfish motives, stunts or distorts skill at you
Whether
are against the facthe movement toward a more just ulty
of S. U., the staff of the
society.
or the university itself,
This type of revolutionary situa- Spectator,
are more effective mehods
tion is developing here. The pres- there
for improving an institution than
ent system, where students can
humorous sarcasm.
only "pay and obey," is obviousSue Buller
ly unjust. There is no reason why
faculty and administrators should
have sole control over the decisions which guide this university.
Professional competance is no To the editor:
want to thank all the students
more a guarantee of administra- inI
Campion, Bellarmineand Marytive judgment than the youth of
the students is a hinderance to crest as well as the switchboard
operators on duty Sunday for the
having it.
The decisions of the Academic assistance you gave the Variety
and Faculty Tenure committees Club Telethon Program.
Father President
no to share their authority with
the students, a group which has
a greater need for improving the
university than the faculty has,
are decisions which indicate a
narrow self-interest which ignores
the greater problems of the university community in general.
It is true that students here are
generally apathetic. But when the
pressure of accumulated events
builds to the breaking point, this
university will blow up just like
Berkeley, Columbia and other
schools. Those who tell dissidents
to leave solve nothing. They are
leaving, that is why the enrollment is down. They don't think

thank you

Concerts West
Presents

JOSE
FELICIANO

-

WOMEN Mon.. Tues. & Thurs.
7:15 p.m. to 8:45 p.m.
ADULTS Mon., Tues. & Thurs.
8:45 p.m. to 10:15 p.m.
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\/*"
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BUDOKAN DOJO
Judo Instructions for All' Ages
306 South Main Street
Seattle, Washington 98104
Phone MA 3-7878

A
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THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK:
A man spends half his life being
mad about womenand the other
half being mad at them.

Seattle Arena
ONE
PERFORMANCE
ONLY

Chamber Singers Due

The University of British Columbia Chamber Singers will
perform in Pigott Auditorium,
Friday,February 21, 8 p.m. The
concert singers are twelve students in the Department of Music from the University of British Columbia and they are guests
jf Seattle U's Fine Arts Department.
The complimentaryconcert
will include a selection of the
following pieces.
"Anthem," Igor Stravinsky,
"Trois Chansons, Claude Debussy, "Christian Wolff in Cambridge," Morton Feldman; "Madrigals," Gesauldo di Venosa;

they are getting their

Anton Webern;

"Aye Maria,"

Kenneth Gaburo; "The Heavens
Weep This Night," Welton Marquis; "Solitude," Welton Marquis.
"Once again .'Pop'!" Lloyd
Burritt and "Tidelines",Michael
Longton, both for chorus and
electronic tape.
The UB C Chamber Singers
specialize in performing works
that larger choral groups find

..

intimate or too difficult to
perform well. Besides works
from the periods 1400-1600, the
too

Singers will feature 20th century
works for chorus in combination
with instrumental and electronic
sounds.

Sunday, Feb. 23

3:00 P.M.
BOX OFFICE OPENS
NOON SUNDAY

■. m

E

TICKETS AT FIDELITY LANE
& SUBURBAN AGENCIES
PRICES: $3- $4- $5
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Chieftains Capture H-S Cowboys;
Tourney Bid One Stop Closer
By KATHI SEDLAK
There were so many fouls

called that first half, the Chiefs
were lucky to have players left
to start the second half. Last
Saturday night in Abilene, Texas,

the Chiefs overcame the
fouls to defeat Hardin-Simmons

105-93.

Don Edwards fouled out early
in the second half, and Tom
Giles pulled through with nine
key points as well as quarterbacking the team.
West sat out most of the last
half. He and Jim Gardner were
both in foul trouble.

turnovers.
This had to be one of the finest
efforts the team has come up
with for several games. They're
back to working together, it
seems, and if the team plays
against Houston and Texas-El
Paso that way, they have a good
chance of winning.

The Chiefs were down early
in the first half but came roaring back to take the lead on a-,
shot by Tom Little with seven
minutes left in the first period.
The Chiefs led 56-50 at the half.

WILLIE BLUE and Bill Jones
THE CHIEFS got only one
took over for West and GardnerJones played one of his finest more field goal than the Cowgames in a long time. Blue boys. They really won the game
came in and gave the defense a at the free-throw line.
great lift.
Hardin-Simmons is one of the
Little was dead cold the first best free-throw shooting teams
LOU WEST played one of his half, but came on in the second in the nation. Bill Starks avermost outstanding halves so far to break the Cowboy press and ages 94% at the line. For some
this year that first half. He score 18 points in the last half. reason, though, against the
Sam Pierce collected 22 points Chiefs, the Cowboys couldn't hit
scored all of his 21 points and
kept the Chiefs in the game with with his sharp shooting and the gift shots when they counted
tight defense which caused key most and lost.
his rebounds.

Chiefs Televised Nationally
They're going to be on T.V.
all over the nation! The Chiefs
are going to make it nationally
this Saturday afternoon in Houston against the Houston Cougars.
The game is supposed to start
at 11:30 a.m. PST on one of the
local channels. Check your listings for the station and exact

time.

The Cougars aren't the same reputed to have arms about 15
defeated UCLA last feet long.
year— Elvin is gone. But Coach
Ollie Taylor is a 62" forward
Guy Lewis hasn't let this stop who can jump higher than most
anybody. He was the leading
his team from winning games.
Ken Spain is back at center. junior college scorer for the past
two years in the nation. He's
George Reynolds guards the supposed to
be weak on defense,
point in the 1-3-1 zone defense but will get any rebounds comHouston uses. He is 64", but is ing his way.
team that

Paps Gain 21st Win of Season

after their important victory
over the U.W.
Next Tuesday the Paps will go
cent explosive scoring punch on the road to meet Western
their string of victories to 21 stated, "Gary has always been Washington JV's team. They
a threat to score, but many
wins and only1 loss.
be trying hard to keep their
times will pass off; setting up will
opThe most recent defeated
winning string alive.
his
teammates
.rather
than
ponent is Central Washington
J.V. who the little Chiefs clob- scoring himself."
In analyzing the performance
bered in Ellensburg by a 118-88
of his team, Coach Schalow
tally.
FEB. 28, FRI.: Chiefs vs. SeThe Paps made it look easy stated, "We played well offenbehind the sensational shooting sively, but not defensively." The attle Pacific, 8 p.m., Coliseum.
Papooses vs. SPC frosh, 5:50
of Gary Ladd who chalked up coach felt the team was experian all time high for his fresh- encing a little bit of a let down p.m., Coliseum.
By MARE HOUSER

Over this past weekend the
Paps were very busy. Busy doing what you ask? Extending

man career at 35 points. Coach
Jack Schalow, in referring to
the high jumping guard's re-

Sports Calendar

Tennis Season Draws Near;
Young Team Showing Promise
Gorman-led team which ranked
Bth in the nation, Coach Hedger
If and when
commented, "the '69 team, with
the S.U. tennis team will reflect the loss of Tom Gorman, will be
hard on the fact that it has not hard-pressed to duplicate the
lost more than 6 matches in a 17-6 record in '68."
season during the 5 years Cliff
Gorman, who is presently
Hedger has been coaching. After
12th in the nation and an
relieving Barney Koch in 1964, ranked Ail-American,
was a maHedger's teams have compiled NCAA
sucjor
factor
Chieftaintennis
in
an amazing record of 84 wins
against only17 losses.
cess in past years. The Chiefs
Asked how this year's team could always count on Gorman's
will compare to last year's Tom win in each match.
By BRIAN JONES

Spring arrives,

-FREEI Glossy Newspaper

Print With Each
Portrait Sitting
Photographs By

S/

University Way

LA 3-2403

THIS PIECE OF

PAPER IS WORTH

10 /O DISCOUNT
ON ANY ARTICLE
OF CLOTHING
At The
LOTHLORIEN BOUTIQUE
613 E.Pike
UNTIL MARCH 15

OPEN 8:00 A.M.-7:00 P.M.

The 1969 tennis team has no
Ail-American. This year's team,
which includes six returning lettermen, must rely on an all-out
performance from everyone if
the team is to be successful.
Coach Hedger stated that this
year's tennis schedule will be
the toughest ever faced by a Seattle U. tennis team. Asked who

would be the strongest opponent,
Hedger replied that it could be
the University of California,
Stanford or San Jose State. S.U.
lost to both California and San
Jose State last year on a San
Francisco road trip.
Returning lettermen from the
'68 squad are three NCAA tournament veterans: Brian Parrott,
Warren Farmer and Glenn
Gerstmar. Other returning lettermen include Bill Jones, Chuck
Lidzbarski and Brian Tallo.
Parrott and Farmer, who both
played the Pacific Northwest
tennis circuit this past summer
were ranked four and five respectively in men's singles.
This year's team has added
strength in three newcomers:
Don Gerstmar of Yakima, last
year's Washington State Junior
College Champion; Laurie Cunningham from Newport Beach,
Calif., and Dave Merrill of
Tacoma.
The tennis Chiefs will play
their home matches at the Mercer Island Tennis and Country
Club, which is located on the
south end of Mercer Island. The
Evergreen Tennis Club in Burien, home courts for 68 matches,
is being torn down due to the
airport expansion.
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a bird's eye tiiew

# Wooden vs Iba
Buckwalter 'In the middle1
by BRIAN PARROTT

"The team that makes the most mistakes will win."
Can you guess who made this statement?
No, it wasn't the coach of the Portland Pilots. No,
not even Richard Nixon's former campaign manager. It
was John Wooden, coach of the nationally top-ranked
UCLA Bruins, who happens to be one of the most successful basketball coaches in history.
What did he mean?
"Knowing his run-run
style, I'm sure he means
that the team that takes
the most chances will win,"
commented Chieftain head
coach Bucky Buckwalter.
"Mistakes are the price you
pay when you really run
the ball.'
"But he'd get a real argument from Hank Iba,"
said Buckwalter.
Hank Iba coaches at Oklahoma State and is the
foremost advocate of the
JOHNNY WOODEN
"control game"; namely,
bring the ball down slowly, set up, pass it around a minimum of 15 or 20 times, hesitate, and then shoot.
The purpose is to work for the "good shot." the percentage shot. The other part of this game is to play very
tenacious defense. But control ball has its drawbacks.
"A big argument against that style of percentage
play is the percentages themselves. It isn't these teams
who have the best field goal percentages. Year after
year it's the team that takes a great number of game
shots that is at the top of the shooting percentage list.
And the reason is that they are better shooters," said
Buckwalter.
"On the other hand, you can't discount that defense.
Look at the pro teams. They are all very capable of
scoring well over 100 points a game. But who wins the
championship year after year? Bill Russell and the
Boston Celtics because of their defense."
Where do you lie in the spectrum, Coach Buckwaiter? Closer to the fast break philosophy?
"Right in the middle. We're trying for the best of
both worlds; good defense and potent offense. That way
if you're not hitting particularly well, the defense can
win one for you and vice versa," explained Coach Buckwaiter.
Your fearless reporter, laying a reputation on the
line, agreed to compete in his sport, tennis, against a
woman.
"You'd better beat her."
"Don't come back if you lose."
<
The disparity between male and female athletes is
a well accepted fact. With faith in this theory, Iaccepted
to play tennis with the world's best woman tennist ,Billie
Jean King.
Well, fellas, set your minds at ease, because I, a
mediocre player at best didn't lose to the best female
the opposite sex could come up with.
(Luckily, she didn't show!)

Intramural News
Saturday, Feb.15:
Poi Pounders
Taxi Squad
Dave Ramos (PP) 17.

42
27

Chambers

HBC

74

42

Scott McDonald (C) 35, Tim
Burke (C) 12, Steve Segadelli
56 (HBC 13.
Nads
66
49 Nads
Party
45
Pat Matriotti (N) 14, Clark War- Gazms
Pat Matriotti (N) 20, Rick Lorren (N) 14, Dim Dunn (P) 17.

A X Psi
34
HBC
59
Steve Segadelli (HBC) 30, Greg
Allwood (AKP) 20
29
Jeff. St. Tigers
44
A Phi O
Pat Roach (JST) 12, Mike Schindler (APO) 18.
Sunday,Feb. 16:
58
Trons
24
Taxi Squad
Glen Gerstmar(T) 18.
65
Smokey Joes
Jeff. St. Tigers
32
Charlie Chapin (SJ) 11, Pat
Roach (JST) 15.

enz (N) 12, Steve McCoid (G)

24.

INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY, Feb. 19:

6:30 p.m. Trons vs HBC
7:30 p.m. SmokeyJoesvs

Nads
8:30 p.m. Heretics vs Jeff.
St. Tigers
9:30 p.m. SixthFloor vs
A X Psi
SATURDAY, Feb. 22:

9:30 a.m. Cellar vs Party
10:00 a.m. Forum vs Chamber
11: 00 a.m. Gazams vs A Phi O
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Speakers Range
Topics ranging from Artificial Intelligence to the
Grape Boycott will be discussed at S. U. today and
tomorrow.
Speakers will include: Fannie
Lou Hamer, Mississippi Freedom Party; James Douglas,

-

from Science Fiction to Social Protest

Catholic theologian with the computer program namedEliza)
draft resistance; Rabbi Marc today at 1 p.m. in the BA 312
Tanenbaum, pioneer in race re- Reading Room.
lations; Fr. Dufner, Physics
POLITICAL UNION
Seminar anda speaker from the
Seattle Grape Boycott.
Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum
PHYSICS CLUB SEMINAR
will discuss "The Political and
Fr. Dufner will speak on Arti- Religious
Implications of the
ficial Intelligence (especially a Middle
East Dispute" tomorrow
at 11 a.m., also in the Library
Auditorium.
Rabbi Tanenbaum was the
only Rabbi present at the Vatican Council discussion of the
Today
Tomorrow
document refuting any guilt of
Meetings
Meetings
the Jewish people in the death
Gamma Sigma Phi: 6:45 board
Education Club: NEA of AFT of Christ.

SMOKE SIGNALS

meeting; 7 p.m. general; Chieftain Lounge. 5.1.L.: noon meeting
in Ba 312.
Alpha Kappa Psi: all male busi-ness students interested in pled
ing asked to attend. 7:30 p.m. in
Xavier Hall.
I.X.'s: meeting 7 p.m. at House.
Young Democrats: 7 p.m. meeting, all delegates to Ocean Shores
must attend this caucus. Convention strategy, transportation and
hotel accommodations to be discussed. Chieftain Lounge.

Wednesday,February 19, 1969

representatives will present their

cases. 7:30 p.m. in Chieftain
Lounge.

Creative Writers: 7:30-9 p.m.
meeting in Xavier Lounge.

GRAPE BOYCOTT
A speaker from the Seattle
Grape Boycott will show the
film "Huelga!" at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday night in the Marycrest
dining room.

The movie will be a prelude

and information

in the Freedom Party's extralegal campaign.

Committee now forming at S. U.
under the sponsorship of the
Political Union.

DRAFT RESISTER
James Douglas, a Catholic
theologian who has been active
in the draft-resistance move-

to discussion

concerning the Boycott Grapes

NEGRO VOTERS LEAGUE
Fannie Lou Hamer, Mississippi Freedom Party representative, will speak on behalf of
the Negro Voters League on
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Pigott
Auditorium.
Miss Hamer made her presence felt at the 1964 Democratic
Convention in Atlantic City and
challenged Congressman Jamie
Whitten for his House seat in

J£

Afe

the Library auditorium at 1:00
p.m. He will speak on "The
Theology of Revolution and

Peace."
Douglas served as an advisor
on war and peace to the First
Vatican Council. He is also the
author of a book entitled The
Non-Violent Cross.
An organizer with the Hawaii
Resistance, Douglas was arrested last May while participating in a demonstration prothe fall of 1964.
The Mississippi Freedom Par- testing the call-up of the Hawaii
ty, founded in 1964, attempts to National Guard. His appearance
persuade Negroes to both regis- at S.U. is sponsored by the Stu-

m

ter as voters legally and to join

Activities

Marketin ; Club and A X Psi:
meet in front of Chieftain at 1:45
p.m. for tour of KIRO. Extra
cars needed.
C.A.P.: Dr. Hayden Mees will
speak on "The Crisis of Psychiatry and Religion" at 7:30 p.m. in
Chieftain Lounge.
Physics Club: Burbling Through
the Tulgey Woods with Fr. Dufner
from Stanford. 1 p.m. in Ba 312.
No bandersnatching anticipated.

ment, will speak tomorrow in

'

dent Involvement League.
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<Vyoure
thinking ofthe
cßeligious

Go
Oije Step
Furth&r
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If you are seriously thinking
of the priesthood, the question becomes not "what"but
"who."
Who can allowyou to utilize
your own innate talents'?
Who is most attuned to our
times? Who can offer the
most freedom in your work?
The answer is the Paulists.
Their goal is to meet the
needs of all God's people
as they arise in each era and
each age. The Paulist tries to
make Christ, His teachings
and His Church moreunderstandable to those he can
reach. Right now. they are
working with young people
at UCLA, Berkeley, Santa
Barbara and San Diego.
In our recent Renewal Chapter we establishedthe guidelines by which a Paulist
seminarianand priest would
operate in these changing
times. A summary of these
renewal principles is available to those who question
"whether a priest can really
be with it today."
To find out more about the
Paulist spirit, send for an
illustrated brochure and a
summary of our Renewal
Chapter Guidelines.
Write to:
Vocation Director

Some decisions are relatively unimportant.
Where you put your engineering
talent to work is not.
As you contemplate one of the most important decisions of your life, we invite you to consider a
career at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Here, you will find wide-openopportunities for professional growth
with a company that enjoys an enviable record of stability in the dynamic atmosphereof aerospace
technology.

We select our engineers and scientists carefully. Motivate them well. Give them the equipment and
facilities only a leader can provide. Offer them company-paid, graduate-education opportunities.
Encourage them to push into fields that have not been explored before. Keep them reaching for a
little bit more responsibility than they can manage. Reward them well when they do manage it.
And your decision is made easier, thanks to the wide range of talents required.Your degreecan be a
"
"
"
"
"
8.5., M.S., or Ph.D. in: MECHANICAL AERONAUTICAL ELECTRICAL CHEMICAL CIVIL

MARINE " INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING " PHYSICS " CHEMISTRY " METALLURGY " MATERIALS
"
"
"
"
"
SCIENCE CERAMICS MATHEMATICS STATISTICS COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
"
SCIENCE ENGINEERING MECHANICS.
Consult your college placement officer— or write Mr. William L. Stoner, Engineering Department,
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft, East Hartford, Connecticut 06108.

cpaulist t
GFathetg
Room
415 West 59th Street
New York, N.Y. 10019

.

OajL^m Prstt & Whitnov fiircroft
**&30f&r

EAST HARTFORD AND MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT
WEiT PALM BEACH, FLORIDA
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